
1957 
 
 
02.12.56. Zugspitz   Giant Slalom, women & men 
 
La Settimana Incom 01493 of 26.12.56. has a one minute report of this race 
available at  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HDQDSS8mJzI 
 
 
10.01.57. Grindelwald           Slalom, women 
 
Archivio storico Istituto Luce  
in their journal Cinesport Ciac / CS420 
under title “Carla Marchelli trionfa nelle gare di Grindelwald”  
has a 1:48 minutes report from this race 
available at  
https://patrimonio.archivioluce.com/luce-web/detail/IL5000062333/2/sci-carla-marchelli-
trionfa-nelle-gare-grindelwald.html  
 
12.01.57. Wengen    Downhill, men   
 
Reuters 
has one minute report of this race 
available at   
https://reuters.screenocean.com/record/310822 
+ 
A video of about 45 seconds from this race (from 8:32 till 9:17 minutes) 
in a film journal UFA-Wochenschau No. 25/1957 from 16.01.1957. 
is available at  
https://www.filmothek.bundesarchiv.de/video/584215 
+ 
CINESPORT CIAC / CS 421, provided by Archivio storico Istituto Luce 
has a one minute report from this race, as well as some 50 seconds of the slalom run 
at 
https://patrimonio.archivioluce.com/luce-web/detail/IL5000062338/2/sci-concorso-
internazionale-lauberhorn.html    
+ 
13.01.57. Wengen             Slalom, men   
 
There is a video of about 30 seconds from this race (from 7:57 till 8:32 minutes) 
in a film journal UFA-Wochenschau No. 25/1957 from 16.01.1957. 
available at  
https://www.filmothek.bundesarchiv.de/video/584215 
+ 
 



54 seconds of Bozon’s and Schneider’s runs are 
available at  
https://www.rts.ch/archives/8322116-le-grand-georges-une-pointure-du-ski.html 
 
19.01.57. Kitzbuehel    Downhill, men 
 
There are some 40 seconds of this race (mostly falls and Sailer’s winning run) 
in a film journal La Settimana Incom / 01505  
(titled “Discesisti in sci a settanta all ‘ora sulle pendici delle Tofane e della Cresta di 
gallo”) provided by Archivio storico Istituto Luce 
at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dPdu0q4tlyc 
 
26.01.57. Megeve        Downhill, men 
 
Les Actualites Francais 
has 22 seconds of winning Vuarnet’s run 
available at 
https://www.ina.fr/video/AFE85007258/coupe-emile-allais-descente-et-slalom-
video.html 
+ 
27.01.57. Megeve    Slalom, men 
 
Remaining 45 seconds of the same video were devoted to slalom (also won by Vuarnet) 
at the same address 
https://www.ina.fr/video/AFE85007258/coupe-emile-allais-descente-et-slalom-
video.html 
 
 
FIS race in Garmisch 
 
 
01.02.57. Garmisch          Giant Slalom, men 
 
There is a 40 seconds video of about this race (from 6:04 till 6:44 minutes) 
in a film journal Neue Deutsche Wochenschau No. 367/1957 from 08.02.1957. 
available at  
https://www.filmothek.bundesarchiv.de/video/586263 
+ 
some 20 seconds of Sailer’s run (from 0:42 minutes onwards), are available also at 
Istituto Luce within La Setimana INCOM / 01509 newsreel  
at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=05BIvdh3QQg 
 
 
 



01.02.57. Garmisch              Giant Slalom, women 
 
There are 50 seconds of this race in a film journal Mondo Libero / M287 
provided by Archivio storico Istituto Luce 
at 
https://patrimonio.archivioluce.com/luce-web/detail/IL5000044135/2/lo-slalom-gigante-
garmisch.html  
+ 
La Setimana INCOM / 01509 (of 13.02.57.) offers some 24 seconds of Marchelli’s run 
available at  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=05BIvdh3QQg 
 
08.02.57. Schruns    Giant Slalom, men 
 
La Setimana INCOM / 01511 newsreel has some 25 seconds of Sailer’s winning run 
(from 1:03 minutes onwards), and several falls of his rivals at the Austrian 
Championships which are 
available at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nGGmbBVqu6Y&t=82s 
 
22.02.57. Aspen/Roch Cup            Downhill, men 
 
5:30 minutes of a silent color movie covering this race (from 4:00 minutes onwards)  
can be seen at 
archiveaspen.org/vimeo-embed/?vimeography_gallery=17& 
vimeography_video=551595674 
and 
https://vimeo.com/551595674 
+ 
23.02.57. Aspen/Roch Cup   Slalom, men 
 
First 4 minutes, covering this race  
can be seen at 
archiveaspen.org/vimeo-embed/?vimeography_gallery=17& 
vimeography_video=551597285 
and 
https://vimeo.com/551597285 
+ 
24.02.57.  Aspen/Roch Cup                   Giant Slalom, men 
 
Final 1:50 minutes of a silent color movie (from 9:30 minutes onwards)  
covering this race can be seen at 
archiveaspen.org/vimeo-embed/?vimeography_gallery=17& 
vimeography_video=551595674 
and 
https://vimeo.com/551595674 



24.02.57.  Abetone    Slalom, women 
 
Mondo Libero /M290 of  01.03.1957. has 1:14 minutes report of this race 
available at  
https://patrimonio.archivioluce.com/luce-web/detail/IL5000044406/2/la-coppa-foemina-
all-abetone-vinta-dalla-francese-
agnel.html?startPage=300&jsonVal={%22jsonVal%22:{%22query%22:[%22discesa%22
,%22*:*%22],%22fieldDate%22:%22dataNormal%22,%22_perPage%22:20}} 
 
 
01.03.57. Aspen/US open       Downhill, men 
 
last 3 minutes of the report covering US championships, devoted to this race are 
available at    
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QQg29ZLl2Ds&list=PLaOCq9HkC27PJM4ClbesSli
fuHRg8c0RX&index=90 
+ 
02.03.57. Aspen/US open   Slalom, men 
 
7:25 minutes of the report covering US championships, devoted to this race are 
available at    
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QQg29ZLl2Ds&list=PLaOCq9HkC27PJM4ClbesSli
fuHRg8c0RX&index=90 
 
 
17.03.57. Stowe    Downhill, men   
 
British Pathe 
offers a one minute report of this race  
available at  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wIZUu1oiZDE 
+ 
another video of 1:30 minutes from this race is  
available at  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=88zDku1kD1k 
+ 
Italian report of some 45 seconds has been provided in the final part of  
La Setimana INCOM / 01511 
at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JKobVb3Ce-o 
 
 
 
 


